Amazon handmade forums

I can see that my items come up when searching in the Handmade section but not in the main
section anymore. This happened to anyone else? But sales started back ok. They peaked just
before Valentines Day, then dropped off. I sell Scottish landscape prints. And I would compare
the amount of info I put on each listing - e. A bit more info, shots, sizes, etc. Your listings look
great so i definitely see i need some work on mine. My usual platform is Etsy so i initially just
copied over to Amazon and never got round to fine tuning. I jsut find the Amazon way of listing
products so clunkyâ€¦. I could say the same about Etsy and their bugs! I tend to find I sell more
prints and fewer cards on Etsy, and more cards and less prints on Amazon. So, just using your
example there, as you say, there is a lot of info and different images other than the actual
photograph itself which gives the potential buyer a lot more to consider and might make the
difference between buying from you or elsewhere. Presumably this extra effort translates into
sales just using the example you have given? I would certainly hope so. I try to make it easy to
understand without overwhelming with info. In your listings, are you using HTML tags to format
your text nicely? They recently added a bullet point thing but never used it yet. Sales dropped at
the end of Handmade UK. PeterT UTC 2. Whats the asin for a couple of your products. That said,
check you account health. If any listings have been suppressed, etc. I always have dozens in
the top selling Handmade Photography category. Jackie1 UTC That is amazing, you certainly
seem to have cornered that market! Kazana UTC There are no options for the print size to
select. Copyright Infringement [ Handmade UK ] 6. Image Customisation [ Handmade
Community ] Upcoming Handmade Webinars! Customer Request for Samples - Allowed?
Newbie - Daft question? Amazon Handmade not showing on my account despite being
approved [ Handmade Community ] Accepted for handmade then within a day it was taken away
[ Handmade UK ] 1. Moving to handmade [ Handmade Community ] 4. Fba and packaging [
Handmade UK ] 2. How do I Advertise? No sales, opened shop since October 2 [ Handmade
Community ] No sales since Oct [ Handmade UK ] Shipping settings on amazon. Handmade and
non handmade product listings [ Handmade Community ] 9. Slow sales, is it just mine [
Handmade UK ] 5. Can I list same product on handmade and non handmade? Bullet Points are
now available for all Handmade Makers! Listing changed from Handmade template to normal
template [ Handmade UK ] 2. Disappearing listings [ Handmade UK ] Is this a scam message?
What Are Guild Accessories? Option for customers to upload image in Handmade [ Handmade
Community ] 2. Account Deactivated - Any handmade rep able to help? Its been 4 months now [
Handmade UK ] 1. Hi Artisans, Recently, our Seller forums were moved to a new platform to
better enhance the overall experience. During this transition, some private groups were made
public. Temporarily prioritizing products coming into our fulfillment centers 3. Confused and
struggling 2. Hello I was approved to sell on amazon handmade, yet my account not yet
upgraded? Listings active but listing showing no price or option to purchase 3. Third-party
applications and integration with Handmade 9. A-Z claim denied, funds are not reimbursed 1.
Shipping orders late due to "Hazardous weather conditions" in houston 5. Video Upload in
Handmade 4. Handmade Store Deactivated - Artisan Review? What image should I use for my
Handmade artisan profile? Product Variation Does amazon provide a discount so i can ship
handmade signs affordably? Products not showing up 1. Cannot View Handmade Account 4.
Error in Build International listing 1. Amazon rep authorized refund for customized handmade
item that customer refused to return 1. Returns with Amazon Handmade 7. Artisan Profile? New
seller, cant find my listings in Amazon search 5. Variations 4. How can I get in contact with a
representative regarding cancelation and waive of fee 3. New in amazon handmade and not sure
how to list my products 4. Handmade product description question 6. Handmade inactive, no
specific explanation! Suddenly inactive without specific explanation! Applied and accepted to
Amazon Handmade but can't list my products Inputting Keyword Search Terms 4. Being
Charged 3. I got an email that told me I was accepted to amazon handmade. Just received and
email that asked me to complete my seller registration. I ship my items in poly bags so what I
did was create a simple bag topper to fold over and staple to the bag. That met the requirements
for the brand registry application. If you did provide complete information for any of your
brands, we will go ahead and process those independently of the incomplete brand
applications. We look forward to receiving your first shipment and helping you scale your
business online. We want to make sure your first shipment to our fulfillment centers is simple
and efficient, and your FBA products are available to customers as soon as possible. Here are a
few tips that will help you prepare your shipment, so we can process it quickly and begin
fulfilling orders for you: Eligible products: Verify that the products you are shipping meet the
FBA product requirements. Affix a shipment label to each box or pallet you ship. This allows
you to reach millions of international customers and grow your business from the same
account. To sell on the different North America marketplaces, you will need to create product
listings specific to each. When you registered to sell on Amazon. To use FBA for your Amazon.

If you have any questions, please browse or search our online FBA Help pages. If you require
further assistance, please use the Contact Us form within your Seller Central account. Seller
Central is designed to help you manage every aspect of your experience with Selling on
Amazon. You can sign in to finish setting up your account, access training materials, get
support, and start selling. Get answers to frequently asked questions about account setup,
listing and managing inventory, orders and payments, shipping and fulfillment, advertising and
promotions, and getting paid. Visit our help page to ask questions, watch video tutorials, or
connect with Seller Support to find answers. Reach hundreds of millions of Amazon customers,
build brand recognition, and simplify and scale your business. Seller Information: Complete
Provide your display name, address, and phone number to continue registration. Credit Card
Information: Incomplete Authorize your credit card to help us establish your identity and
activate your account. Identity Verification: Incomplete Help verify your identity by phone. Be
sure to include the country code for international numbers. Tax Information Interview:
Incomplete Answer a short series of questions about your business. Your talent and beautiful
products have impressed the Handmade at Amazon team. You are officially invited to be an
artisan in our invite-only community! Once you register, you can begin setting up your shop
and crafting your Artisan Profile. The professional seller email you received is a trail. Everyone
gets a free 30 day trial as professional seller. Once trial is up you will be paying a monthly
professional seller fee. Brand registry is for something to consider if you want to protect your
brand on Amazon and you know your product will sell. Thank you for the information. So I
guess it looks like I can set up shop. Now, open Word, then open word art. Make yourself a
cutesy label with your brand on it, company info, website address, product info, disclaimer, or
whatever you think should be on your label. You can pick up really nice paper at Office Depot in
colors and patterns, heavy stock that will be good for a label. Buy a hand hole punch, too. Then
get yourself some skinny ribbon at JoAnn Fabrics, or order some stretch gold cord or
something to attach that branded label to your product. You have to do this. When the Chinese
or Indians start copying your items and selling on your listing, you have to have something to
differentiate your product from their counterfeit products, or there is no way you can protect
your brand or even get them kicked off your listing. Put a disclaimer on the back if you have
one. When you get them punch a hole and tie to your product. It looks like you have not thought
of the total picture. HOW the customer receives the product is half of liking it. Gift boxes are
cheep, and it only costs 25 cents to have your name, address, dot com address, logo, etc. Your
sale is not over after the customer buys and you ship. Not knowing just what you are selling,
that box with a logo, will serve an excellent advertising when the item is showed off. In our own
business, we can track the Showing Off factor. When we sell to a new zip code, we usually reap
4 more sales with in a 2 week period from the same zip code. This we can equate to the
advertising from the original buyer saying Look At This. Your customers will throw the bubble
away, but not the box. Do you have any boxes lying around from things you bought? No need
for a tag on a doily that shows through. My tree skirts, mantel scarves, and table runner
diamonds are handmadeâ€¦thankfully, they have not been copied by China. Now one of my
embroidered patterns has been copied, but oh well. I have lots of handmade not even loaded
â€” and will they copy it? Wow Thank you for that advice! I really go the extra when it comes to
bubble wrapping because its glass and have up until this point been including a card and a
note. But will heed your advice. Working on finding boxes and printing now. Thank you for your
response. Until they get here will probably add some nice fold overs or stickers to my bubble
bags. When we made and sold jewelry, I used boxes from Novel Box. Then I found some really
nice basic kraft boxes, but could still be used as gift boxes, from Uline. Unline carries the
stretch gold cord, also, but unless you order a lot, their shipping costs are huge. Also check out
papermart. SellC is correct. Many of the items that I sell are small and somewhat insignificant by
themselves. It really confused me. Right Kathleen, that is what I was thinking. As many other
accepted applicant, I am waiting for instructions to register and set up our Pro shop. In your
case, it seems as you are being directed to set up a Pro shop for your branding only at this
time; nothing unusual so far. Amazon handmade Selling on Amazon. General Selling Questions.
Now it says congrats I am a professional seller? Somehow I was asked to register my brand.
Then was asked for pics of my packaging with a logo? I am really confused. Thanks for any
information Kathleen. Bronco UTC 2. Here is what I received. Our records show that your
application is incomplete. Thank you for choosing Fulfillment by Amazon. We look forward to
working with you. Thank you for Selling on Amazon. Thanks for your help! Welcome to
Handmade at Amazon! Bronco UTC 5. Your application is mainly incomplete. Did you finish it?
Brand registry is also incomplete. Good Luck! SO, I faked it â€” but saved my fakes. Took a
picture of each â€” and sent it off. POOF, approved. And I sell on Etsy tooâ€¦. You guys are
awesome! I have been selling handmade on amazon since - I am just going to leave it as it is.

Edited by: emby on Sep 6, PM. Until then this is forcing me to get everything in order first.
Which is a good thing. KadoKool UTC Maybe I am wrong, please clarify. I suggest you contact
Support for clarification. Thank you for the sources and advice : , very helpful. Join our
artisan-only community of sellers. Once you create a selling account, submit an application to
join Amazon Handmade. Approval to sell in Handmade comes with a waiver of the Professional
selling fee. Already created a seller account? Apply now. New to Amazon? Why Handmade? At
Amazon, we obsess over customers and their desire for a trusted destination for handcrafted
goods, which is what prompted us to start Handmade. Artisans from over 80 countries are
following their passion and selling their craft on Amazon. Together, we are growing craft
communities and successful businesses. Explore the store. Artisan only. We have an Artisan
application and audit process to ensure we're building a shop of genuinely handcrafted goods.
No hidden fees. Joining Handmade, creating your shop, and listing products is free. Custom
Profile. Your Artisan profile has a custom URL to make it easy for customers to find your shop.
Ready to join? Step 1. Create a Seller Central account and complete registration. An Amazon
selling account is required to submit an Amazon Handmade application. Learn more about how
to start selling on Amazon. Step 2. Apply now to become an Artisan. Once you have an
approved selling account, submit an application to join our artisan-only community. Step 3. List
your products. Step 4. Leverage programs to manage and grow your business. Frequently
Asked Questions. Get answers to the frequently asked questions about Amazon Handmade.
Who can sell on Handmade? The Handmade store is available for artisans to sell their
handcrafted products to millions of Amazon customers all over the world. Amazon uses an
application process to add new artisans to the Handmade category to ensure customers are
able to buy with confidence. How do your fees work? During registration, you will register with a
Professional selling plan that provides you with Handmade-specific tools and support to grow
your business. Learn more about our fees. What do I need to do to create a Handmade shop?
First, you will need to set up a Selling Account with Amazon. You can get started by visiting,
How to start selling on Amazon. Once you have completed registration, you can apply to sell in
Amazon Handmade, where we will request details about your products and business to ensure
the integrity of the Handmade store. Once you are approved, resources are available to create
your first Handmade listing, set up your Maker profile, and manage your business. What
categories are available on Handmade? You may consider registering to sell and listing your
products in another Amazon store, or check back in the future to see if the category becomes
available on Handmade. No problem! Once you complete your Handmade application and are
approved to sell, you can list your Handmade products in the Handmade store and continue
selling your other products outside of Handmade. Do I have to reapply if I already sell with
Handmade in another country? If you already sell with Handmade on Amazon. Log in to Seller
Central and choose your desired country from the drop-down menu on the upper right corner of
your screen. In addition, you can register to sell on our five European stores Amazon. Please
note, you will be responsible for complying with all rules and regulations for each country that
you do business in. Learn more about global selling. I already applied. What's the status of my
application? You can check your application status with your email and confirmation code.
Check application status. What happens if I created an Individual selling account? This will
allow you to take advantage of all the features offered to Amazon sellers to help grow your
business. To switch from an Individual selling plan to a Professional selling plan:. Go to
Settings , and then select Account Info. In the Sell on Amazon row, under the You are signed up
for section, click Upgrade. Review the terms on the next page, and then click Proceed to Upgrad
e. You will be returned to Your Services. A message will appear indicating that the upgrade
process has started. What happens if I created a Professional selling account and am getting
charged the monthly fee? If you have not applied to sell on Handmade, just click here to get
started. Start selling today. Privacy statement Personal or sensitive data are not necessary to
complete this survey and should not be provided. By submitting my feedback, I represent and
warrant that no personal or sensitive data e. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Skip to main
content. We empower Artisans with the tools necessary to showcase their products to
Customers around the world. Together we are growing craft communities and successful
businesses. Amazon Handmade launched because of you - our Customers. Your desire to
support local Artisans and Makers around the world inspired us to launch this category. We
worked backwards to understand the needs of the Artisan community to bring Customers an
extraordinary buying experience, and after months of Customer research, reviewing Artisan
applications, and staffing up our team, Amazon Handmade launched in October of There are
now Artisans from over 80 countries following their passion and selling their craft on Amazon.
Your confidence in the quality of our selection is essential to our success and if you feel we do
not meet this standard, email our team at artisan-review amazon. You're supporting local

Artisans and their passion. By shopping with Handmade, you're making an impact on the lives
and careers of our Artisans, and inspiring future Makers to pursue their passion. You're
celebrating creativity. Our Artisans make beautiful creations that started as an idea and turned
into a one-of-a-kind product. Embracing this process reminds us what the human mind and
body can achieve. You're receiving something genuinely unique. Goods found in Amazon
Handmade are free of mass-production, so when you receive your Artisan-made product, feel
confident knowing it was made just for you. Explore our store. If you have a craft you're ready
to share with the world, learn more about selling with Amazon Handmade and submit your
application today. Apply now. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. But what are the benefits of amazon
handmade? I applied because it was suggested here. Before that I was on ebay for 2 years, had
20 maybe 30 sales and another 15 or so at etsy. On etsy you can tell how many people favorite
your stuff. I think I have 80 favorites but less than 15 sales. On ebay you can see how many
views a listing gets. Some of my listings are close to views. Those that do buy say very nice
things about my stuff and customer service not just on feedback, they write to me. I end up
exchanging a bunch of messages with a lot of my customers. I recently changed all my pics and
soon will redo all my descriptions. I lack marketing skills. Forgot to mention. I can explain why,
if anyone cares, but just throwing it out there. On Etsy, you can have likes with no sales or
views with no salesâ€¦but on Amazon, you can have 2 views and 1 sale. Hopefully, somebody
with this information can guide you. If you get approved I suggest reading the information
Amazon sends you so that you will know what it is expected of you here. You can do great but
be aware the sellers are held accountable on Amazon. You are expected to have correct
descriptions, photos, to ship items on time and to answer emails in a timely manner. Amazon
loves their buyers. Thank you so much for replying. I love my customers too I will definitely read
everything and will make sure I follow all rules. I ship quick, yesterday someone got it made and
shipped in a half hour lol but that was an exception, they just caught me at a good time. So how
does amazon handmade help in that regard? Is it more visible? In any case. Most people selling
biothane stuff just rivet it. But hand stitching is what takes the most time and effort. There are
also those that machine sew. I love the look and durability of hand stitching with thick contrast
color thread. Even my thread is the best I was able to find after buying 5 diff brands. And I did
the same with every piece that goes into my products. And I make each item as I was making it
for myself. None of this stuff probably matters to most people buying a leash and it only truly
matters to me. I admire each piece I make and I will stand behind it for years to come. If
someone from 2 years ago contacts me and says the stitching or rivets broke I will send them a
new one. The obvious answers are to stop caring about what I like and start caring about what
matters to people and lower my prices. And I get lots of nice things said about the looks. So I
guess it does matter to a point. Amazon has 3 to 4x more buyers than Etsy, so exposure to your
products is bigger. Plus they advertise more and pretty much everyone knows who Amazon is.
Buyers looking for a good quality product will tell the difference. Good luck and I hope people
you get in. I think you would be perfect for Handmade. Your products would fit nicely into that
mold, and handmade has some customization options that would be great for your stuff. On
marketing, we do FB ads and they are better than anything we have done in the past including
google adwords, at least for us they work Also you may want to consider doing something
reproducible and try FBA. We immediately started to see sales after we went FBA. Once you get
approved you will have access to the Handmade forums and we may be able to give you some
ideas to get you going. I also sell on other sites and our web site - have sold on many venues
over the yearsâ€¦ since I have been making and selling my own work since - and prior to the
internet, fulfilled orders when people sent me a letter or called on the phone. I see many sellers
who are making their own work or have small manufacturing I do not concerns who sell on
amazon and are not in handmade. One or the other or create something entirely different. You
are in a bit of a Catch I also advise against throwing money away on Ads. Work social media, as
best you can. Consider joining pet groups there are literally millions of them that allow you to
put a link to your website or Amazon in your signature or on your profile page. Would you

consider offering the same products, but in different materials, that may lower your overall cost
or a material that is easier to work with, that can speed up production time? If you start
receiving orders based on word of mouth or someone mentions your product in a very popular
online forum, you can get blitzes of sales that will have you pulling your hair out, trying to keep
up. Thank you so much for the kind words. I hope i get approved. This was a year ago, so every
now and then I post a bunch of pics to that group and nothing comes of it. Is it worth sending 1
of each? Im not sure what the benefit is. I also see many handmade items as you describe on
regular amazon. Other than that, Im not sure what the benefits are. Someone in a different
thread said it allows you to build brand recognition. Can I bore you with some of my break
downs? One last thing on using different material. And leather would be the same, except with
the added time of cutting it in straps. And probably it itself is more expensive. And I truly think
this material is better than leather. All my personal stuff is made from it. I used to use leather
then discovered this and fell in love. Sorry for the novel. It helps me think things through by
being able to spell it all out and get opinions. I sometimes miss very obvious stuff until
someone points it out. Never sell yourself short. You are likely worth more than you realize!
Lugging materials, up 3 flights, is also your time. Your considerations for not using other
materials is commendable, but you may want to consider nylon or similar material leashes, for
customers who prefer them. Perhaps sell the nylon or similar line on the regular. I will look into
nylon though that opens up learning to machine sew, and buying a sewing machine Also not
sure how much more profit I can make, those are much cheaper though I will definitely explore
this. Thank you!! It was interesting for me to learn leathercraft, get to know the tools, tricks etc.
Some colors look wrong, I suck at lighting. Will have to figure it out next time. Would be very
interested in your thoughts on things. But a few times I caught myself being interested. But I
agree. I do care where and how things are made - have been active in buy nothing days and
advocated against child and slave labor for a long long time. Our studio that is moved but not
set up is a building - basement is carving and wood - including our band saw and knivesâ€¦. We
have room to make mobiles finallyâ€¦ large ones. Our daughter has about sq ft of space in the
basement of her home where she cuts and melts glass, has her silver set up, her torches, etcâ€¦
her kilns and she also does pottery - she does her bead work and fabric upstairs in
non-allocated space. Stop thinking like that! His workmanship is outstanding, detailed and
perfect. You are starting to think outside of the box and that is good. You sound like an introvert
like me , who has to process through discussion, writing, etcâ€¦ That is also good. Edit to add:
Used to leave in a tiny studio on West 8th Street - you just brought back a flood of those
tight-space memories!! Last year I grossed more on Amazon than Etsy. Same items same
prices. Not every handmade shop will fit on Amazon. FBA is what really sets amazon apart. I
started slow and small with FBA. Live and learn. Not so much. And yes it costs more. This is not
a place for hobby sellers. If you have confidence in your art and your products, charge what is
fair and right and the fees will be reasonable. Nope, not wordy at all, I love reading. So we are
confined to my bedroom lol. Every time I go to the kitchen and slip with my attention a battle
breaks out. Sounds amazing. I wish I was able to set things up nicely. I finally moved my stuff to
the living room since the cat has been in my daughters room so will see how this goes. I have a
small zoo here. Also have a turtle, her setup takes up 35 sq ft. Amazon handmade Selling on
Amazon. General Selling Questions. Booomchik UTC 1. I finally applied for it, waiting for their
reply. So, how would amazon handmade help in my case? Or will it? AmazonMermaid UTC 2.
Hello I am a handmade seller since they open it. I love selling on Amazon, very different than
Etsy. Booomchik UTC 3. Booomchik UTC 4. AmazonMermaid UTC 5. You gotta do your part to
be found, good SEO, Good photos, descriptions, social media helps too. Booomchik UTC 6. I
would be int
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erested to know why it is beneficial as well. Rushdie UTC 9. Work on your descriptions, use
simple, clear and concise keywords and be patient. Booomchik UTC Charging too much? Thank
you again. Rushdie UTC Sorry, just noticed you posted back. My pleasure. In short, no, I do not
think your hourly rate is too much and you are using decent calculations. Your images are fine
now. Clean and detailed. Thank yoh for all your help and nice words. What kind of things do you
make? Our studio that is moved but not set up is a building - basement is carving and wood including our band saw and knivesâ€¦ the main floor is a mess right now - but is full of tables
and boxes and shelving - we are quite excited to be able to allocate space for the painting of
cloth and more. We have room to make mobiles finallyâ€¦ large ones the space totals about sq
feet - our gallery is about sq feet - we are moving the office, printers, computers, etc to the new

space - and the back will be photography studio space.

